The GinFast system frees up the press by moving bales directly from the press into the bagging chamber for remote packaging. Bales are out of the press in under five seconds. GinFast capacity can accommodate production rates of 90 bales or more per hour.

GinFast bags are woven with highly oriented PET tapes that contain the entire surface of the bale, providing better protection along with superior consistency and uniformity for better handling, stackability and warehouse space utilization.

The GinFast process produces a smaller, more uniform and consistent bale than current packaging methods, resulting in more efficient warehouse operations.

In the opening room, the bag removal process for GinFast™ bales eliminates the potential for injuries associated with cutting wire or strapping under extreme tension. Plus, disposal is simplified with the elimination of multiple consumable products.

In the warehouse

In the textile mill

From the gin to the mill

A better way to package cotton
Signode’s innovative new bale packaging system increases productivity, reduces labor and improves operator safety in the gin, warehouse and mill. It provides enhanced protection and containment of cotton in a single consumable, replacing traditional protective bagging and wire or strapping.

**Increases productivity**
- Removes the bale from the press in under 5 seconds
- Faster speeds, consistent cycle times and high reliability deliver significant productivity improvements

**Lowers costs**
- Press operator plus one laborer are all that is needed to prepare bale for transport
- Simple, robust design is easy to maintain and troubleshoot

**Material Handling Options**
Signode offers several pre-engineered layout options including bale rotators, conveyors and Downenders. For more information, contact your Signode representative.

**Automatic Sampling**
Safe, reliable and repeatable method of sampling that meets USDA criteria

**Semiautomatic Bag Assist**
Simple application that allows a single operator to manage the entire bagging process

**Folder Sealer**
Secure operatorless bag sealing and closure

**Higher Speed**
Transfer fork moves bale in and out of press in less than 5 seconds